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A Programmer's Guide to MyOpenMath
MyOpenMath is a free learning management system providing online interactive
homework. One of the limitations of using MyOpenMath is that the question libraries are
smaller than those of its commercial competitors. In this session, we will learn to use the
Internet Mathematics Assessment System (IMathAS) to write our own questions and thus
contribute to the growing open educational resources (OER) ecosystem.
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Introduction
MyOpenMath was started in 2011 by David Lippman and runs on the open source IMathAS
platform. IMathAS is an Internet Mathematics Assessment System which provides for the
delivery and automatic grading of math homework and tests. In addition, MyOpenMath includes
many features of course management systems including announcements, discussion forums and a
gradebook. To learn more and request and account, visit https://www.myopenmath.com/.

Programming environment
The question editor can be accessed using Questions/Manage or from within an assignment.
Either way, the editor can be opened by pressing the Add New Question button.

When the editor opens you will see several sections including the Description, My library
assignments, Question type, Common Control, Question Text and a place to add a detailed
solution and/or provide a link to internet resources.

The Question type drop-down menu is where you select the type of the question you wish to
create. There are many options. The Common Control is where the programming happens.
The programming is based on a derivative/subset of PHP, however, it has its own custom syntax
and function set. PHP is a recursive acronym for Hypertext Preprocessor and is server-side
scripting language designed for web development which is also used as a general-purpose
programming language. Above the Common Control, you will find several resources to assist
with the programming including the Writing Questions Help which provides detailed
documentation but with a minimum number of examples.

The Macro Library Help provides documentation on additional macro libraries which extend
the functionality of the core macros. These libraries vary in size from those addressing a very
specific need such as ineq which provides functions to plot solutions to inequalities to those
addressing an area of mathematics such as stat which provides a fair number of common
statistical graphs and functions for working with the PDFs and CDFs of several discrete and
continuous probability distributions.

Click on the Solver tab to open a solver based on the Sage computer algebra system. This solver
can be used to check your answers or perform some of the calculations needed to program
questions.

Data types
For all practical purposes, there are five data types used in the IMathAS system. Just as in PHP,
variables are prefixed with a dollar sign ($).
•

Number. Numbers can be integers, floating point numbers, calculations which result in
numbers or they can be returned from functions.
$a = 5
$b = 1/3^2
$c = rand(1,6)

•

Strings and Lists. A string is a sequence of characters enclosed in quotes and a list is a
special type of string made up of a collection of items separated by commas. Variables can
be incorporated into strings. Strings are typically used to display information in the question
text and define answers.
$greeting = "Hello everyone."
$color = "Red, Green, Blue"
$a = 3
$b = 5
$c = $a + $b
$text = "The sum of $a and $b is $c."
$eqn = makepretty("f(x)= x^2 + $b x + $c")
$answer = "3cos(x)"

Note that backticks (grave accent) are used to instruct MyOpenMath to render an expression
as ASCIIMath. For example, consider the difference between how the equation shown
below is displayed without and then with backticks.
$eq = makexxpretty("y=(a x + b)/(c x + d)")

•

Array. An array is a collection of variables normally of the same data type (although this
does not need to be the case in MyOpenMath, probably due to the weak typecasting in PHP).
We can perform calculations on arrays and display them in tables. Some functions work
equally well with lists and arrays.
$x = consecutive(1,5)
$y = calconarray($x,"x^2+1")
$table = showarrays("x",$x,"y",$y)

$c1 = randfrom("Red, Green, Blue")
$c2 = randfrom(array("Red", "Green", "Blue"))

•

Boolean. Boolean values are used in if statements. This can be used to create conditional
assignment statements or the more traditional if-else statements.
$zc = 1.64485 if ($c == 90)
$zc = 1.95996 if ($c == 95)
if ($c == 90) {
$zc = 1.64485
} elseif ($c = 95) {
$zc = 1.95996
}

•

Null. The null data type is frequently used when processing student responses to provide
feedback. This particular application is both beyond the scope of this presentation and the
MyOpenMath coding experience of the presenter.

Example 1: Area of a painting (Number)

Example 2: Unit circle practice (Calculated Number)

Example 3: Carbon dioxide (Function)

Example 4: Equation of a circle (Multiple choice)

Example 5: Sketch transformations of sine and cosine (Drawing)

Example 6: Confidence interval for means (Multipart)

Additional Resources
1. Question writing guide. The best resource I have found to date is the MathAS Question
Writing Guide and Resource by Marianna McClymonds. This resource includes much of the
documentation for the IMathAS system and several examples of each question type. You
can access these materials by enrolling or copying the MyOpenMath course as shown below.

2. IMathAs documentation. The website http://www.imathas.com/imathas/help.html
provides the official documentation for IMathAS including course administration, course
management and a manual for writing questions. The manual provides an explanation on
how to write different types of questions but has only minimal examples.
3. Template existing questions. The Question library provided within MyOpenMath contains
an example of each question type. To access this library, log into MyOpenMath, enter a
course and create an assignment. When adding questions to the assignment, select the
Examples library.

You will then be able to access the example questions. You will have the option to view the
code or template the question and use it as a starting point for your own question. This
advice extends to the questions in any library. Find a question which is close to the one you
would like to create and then template it. You will be able to see and modify the code to suit
your needs. This is one of the fastest ways to improve you question writing skills.
4. Support course. The Support Course in MyOpenMath contains a Tips and Tricks section
which provides some useful documentation on how to use some of the technologies utilized
in MyOpenMath including an ASCIIsvg reference (programmatic drawing language),
ASCIIMath reference (math typesetting language), HTML reference and more.

The support course also contains a forum where instructors can ask and obtain answers from
other instructors on how to use specific features of the MyOpenMath system.

5. ASCIIMath. ASCIIMath is a client-side mathematical markup language for displaying
mathematical expressions in web browsers. This simplified markup language supports a
subset of LaTeX but replaces some syntax with a shorter version. For example, \times is
replaced with xx. The following websites provide examples of working with ASCIIMath.
•
•

http://www.imathas.com/imathas/docs/asciimathref.html
http://www.wjagray.co.uk/maths/ASCIIMathTutorial.html

6. ASCIIsvg. ASCIIsvg is a programatic drawing language, allowing you to create randomized
basic drawings and illustrations. To learn more, go to the website
http://www1.chapman.edu/~jipsen/svg/asciisvg.html.

// base of triangle $b1 + $b2
$b1 = rand(3,6)
$b2 = rand(4,7)
$b = $b1 + $b2
// height of triangle
$h = rand(7,10)

// area of the triangle
$A = 1/2*$b*$h
// window size
$size = max($b1+$b2,$h)
// triangle
$triangle = showasciisvg(
"initPicture(-0.2*$size,1.2*$size,-0.2*$size,1.2*$size);
fill='orange'; path([[0,0],[$b1+$b2,0],[$b1,$h],[0,0]]);
strokedasharray='5 3'; line([$b1,0],[$b1,$h]);
text([($b1+$b2)/2,0],'$b ft','below');
text([$b1,$h/3],'$h ft','right')")

7. JSXGraph. JSXGraph is a JavaScript library for interactive geometry, function plotting
and data visualization in a browser. For more information, visit the website
https://jsxgraph.uni-bayreuth.de/wp/index.html.

